Providing more and better use of expensive space in auditoriums is the particular talent of Coil-Wal. (It is great for gymnasiums and multi-purpose rooms, too.)

Coil-Wal meets all the criteria for large area subdivision: excellent sound control; effortless electrical operation; a wide latitude of design versatility; and reasonable cost.

Coil-Wal can run in a straight line, around curves, through reverse curves, and can be used with sloped floors. Single partitions can be as large as 150 feet wide by 30 feet high.

Storage? Coil-Wal coils by wrapping itself around vertical spindle within a compact “coil box.”

We would like the opportunity to give you all the facts about Coil-Wal.
CONTROLLED BLENDING

Des Moines Clay Company has a new "Merry Go Round" — a huge revolving mixing device that insures a perfect blending of colors in any desired proportion.

Here's how. The various colors are placed on individual stations on the revolving platform. Then, as they pass by, men take so many from this pile, so many from that, always in precisely the correct proportion that will give the desired blend. Result—a perfect blend—every time—and the total elimination of "spotting".

All Des Moines Clay orders are now processed through this machine to insure perfect blending even of the more subtle shadings such as grays and buffs.

Selections can be made to give blends of eight or nine shades—even down to five per cent of a single shade. If the order is for ten million—or five thousand—the blend will remain constant throughout thanks to the new Merry Go Round.
The beauty of marble...the durability of concrete

Terrazzo throughout for a new high school

In the new Shelby High School, the architect chose terrazzo, not only for high-traffic areas, but for attractive, low-upkeep floors throughout the entire building. The school was built at a cost of $9.25 per square foot for the building—and this included terrazzo in the classrooms.

Few flooring materials have the history of terrazzo. Few can match its beauty. Terrazzo floors laid centuries ago still serve as dramatic tests of time and use. Terrazzo's long life and low maintenance make it a highly desirable flooring material for today's structures.

More and more, architects are choosing terrazzo for its esthetic advantages and remarkable practicality in structures of every size and type.

Portland Cement Association
735 NORTH WATER ST., MILWAUKEE, WISC. 53202

An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete, made possible by the financial support of most competing cement manufacturers in the United States and Canada.
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Wisconsin Architect has moved to new quarters at 785 North Jefferson Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 53202. Our new telephone number is 272-4668.

President Durrant announced at the general membership meeting at Lake Delton in October that the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA has become a member of the newly founded Wisconsin Association of Professionals, Inc., an organization formed with charter members representing the State Bar Association; State Medical Society; Wisconsin Education Association; Wisconsin Pharmaceutical Association; Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers; and Wisconsin State Dental Society. The organization was created for the purpose of promoting better understanding between and among the professions.

Other professions may be admitted upon application to and election by the board of directors, according to the Association's first president, attorney Frank J. Ross, Jr., (461 Togstad Glen), Madison. Other charter officers are Frank Shuler, D.D.S., of Cilnton, vice president; engineer V. L. Fiedler, (4814 Fond du Lac Trail), Madison, secretary; architect Lawrence E. Bray of Sheboygan, treasurer.

"Interprofessional groups such as this have been extremely successful in many states," Ross said. "They bring about closer contact between leaders of the professions, and promote interchange of opinion and information among their members.

"We believe this sort of cooperation can foster even higher standards of professional ethics and conduct," Ross said.

He said one activity of the Association will be to develop programs designed to offer professional and pre-professional...
No one can say for certain which of today's buildings will become the treasured architectural heritage of tomorrow.

This we know: those Wisconsin architects who are today specifying Rusco Steel Windows can be confident that this unique and virtually indestructible product will last for the building's life. Your Arwin/Rusco specialist will convincingly explain why.

Rusco Colorblend Steel Windows can help build your heritage of the future.
Final Report

Joseph G. Durrani, President

As another year of intense Chapter activity draws to a close, it would seem appropriate to pause for reflection on past events and current problems as we attempt to evaluate the status of our profession.

Our involvement in such areas as legislation, architectural education, governmental relations, and professional practice has been of considerable consequence and is certain to increase steadily as time goes on. Evidence of the complexity and extent of our activities lies in the Executive Committee’s having to call a membership meeting at Uphoff’s Resort at Wisconsin Dells in October. An additional annual meeting of this type may become necessary in order to adequately inform the members as to current problems.

Improved participation through Sectional representation on many Chapter committees has proven beneficial, as has the newly adopted system of Director-Advisor reports to the Executive Committee each month. In fact, the dedication of the Chairmen and members of our active committees, too numerous to mention, has indeed been gratifying. These are men who ask not “What can W.A.I.A. do for me?” but “What can I do for W.A.I.A.?”

An “Ad Hoc” Committee, a true heavyweight, has been formed under the Chairmanship of Mark Pfaller, Past President. The duties of this committee are “to correlate and coordinate all aspects of the program of Architectural Education in Wisconsin” and will remain in service until accreditation is accomplished. The initial task of this group is to develop and refine “a statement of need” for submission to the Coordinating Committee of Higher Education.

As a refinement of our stated goals of the past year, some second thoughts come to mind. Architects should have a “Space” program.

An architecture with respect for adjacent space and space with a respect for the adjacent architecture.

Space wherein the historically significant is appropriate and where the obsolescent is unwanted and unwarranted.

Space wherein the beauties of nature are unspoiled.

Space preserved by men full of understanding and respect.

AND a final sobering thought — The quality of our professional service to the client must be improved if our profession is to retain its stature. As one opinion: — we have passed the point where the individual practitioner can be left to his own judgment of quality but may have to accept a judgment by his peers as to conformance with acceptable minimum standards.
Wisconsin Architecture
First volume in a projected series of state guides to the archives of the Historic American Buildings Survey, reviewed by Mary Ellen Pagel.

The National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, has recently published Wisconsin Architecture. This informative, attractively designed, and inexpensive volume is the first in a projected series of state guides to the archives of the Historic American Buildings Survey.

The HABS began in 1933 with a project undertaken by the National Park Service, in collaboration with the Institute of Architects and the Library of Congress, to assemble and preserve measured drawings, photographs, and written records of the nation’s architectural heritage. From those days to the present, criteria for inclusion in the survey have been architectural interest and merit and historical associations, with priority given to buildings threatened with demolition or alteration. During its early phase (1933-41), the survey emphasized pre-Civil War structures; but since its re-activation in 1957, its scope has been enlarged to include later 19th century buildings and, in a few instances, structures built in the present century as well. Today the survey’s archive, preserved in the Library of Congress, consists of thousands of drawings, photographs, and pages of historical and architectural data recording some 10,000 American buildings and is one of the largest national collections of historic architecture ever assembled.

In 1941 an illustrated catalog of the vast collection was published and in 1959 a supplement issued. The
A new series of state guides will both recapitulate material in these references (now out-of-print) and supplement them by indexing material gathered since 1959.

*Wisconsin Architecture* opens with a preface giving, in brief, the history of HABS, particularly as it relates to Wisconsin, written by Worth Bailey, architectural historian with the Division of Architecture, National Park Service. There follows a portfolio of HABS photographs; a succinct and excellent narrative on Wisconsin buildings — the work of Richard W. E. Perrin, F.A.I.A. and Historic Buildings Preservation Officer for Wisconsin, who has been associated with the survey since its formative years; and a bibliography. The catalog proper is introduced by four small maps to which cataloged buildings are keyed and continues with the list of eighty-nine Wisconsin structures arranged alphabetically by location. They range geographically from Racine to Douglas County, chronologically from the Tank Cottage of 1776 at Green Bay to S.C. Johnson Company of 1936-50 in Racine, and in type from the half-timbered Kuenzi barn near Watertown to the elaborate mansard-roofed Mitchell Building in Milwaukee to the serene, Grecian Kuehneman house in Racine. For each entry in the catalog are given the building’s name, address, date, architect (if known), comments on building materials, style, and alterations, the HABS designation, and information about the number of measured drawings, number and types of photographs, and data sheets in the HABS files. Measured drawings are reproduced in reduced form.

*Wisconsin Architecture* can be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402 for $2.25. Archival materials per se are also available for purchase. With minimal difficulty and at small cost the author acquired from the Division of Prints and Photographs, Library of Congress the illustrative material accompanying this article. This sampling will indicate the scope of the Wisconsin archive, the range of measured drawings, and the high quality of the photographs.

Assembled during surveys of the 1930’s, 1957, and 1960 and supplemented by Richard W. E. Perrin’s donation of drawings, photographs, and data sheets, the Wisconsin collection is an impressive one and is an invaluable research tool for students of the state’s architectural past. Still, it is far from complete. One hopes that the important work of the HABS can soon be resumed in Wisconsin.

*St. Stanislaus Church, 1872 and later, Milwaukee. HABS photograph, 1960.*
The walls of foundation are constructed of local gray or yellow limestone, laid up in horizontal courses of varying thickness. Walls of superstructure are built of cream-colored common brick 2½ x 4½ x 8 inches in size with 8-inch blind courses, window sills & lintels, pilaster bases, columns & steps to Portico are also limestone. Stone pediment & tower are constructed entirely of wood. All framing in tower is inclosed together & secured with wooden pins.

Ralph Schaefer, Del.

*Wood beams approximately 2½ ft. support the roof & steeple ceiling. Main members of truss are rivetted two inch platten iron. Column base & spandrels are made of 8x4 ribs. Interior walls, pilasters, columns, & ceiling are plastered. Mantels, window & door trim & skirtings are made of mahogany trim. Entrance door & stoves have been modernized.*

First Presbyterian Church, 1851-52, Racine. Print of HABS drawing, 1934, by Ralph Schaefer.

Wisconsin architect/December, 1966
Not so long ago, one good morning saw the 700 block of North Jefferson invaded by trucks, equipment and workmen who gingerly set about to rip up the sidewalk to get to the gas main. Parking stopped for a week, traffic became snarled, and the frantic activity of the workmen kept everybody guessing as to the purpose of it all.

Soon it became evident — this was the beginning of the Milwaukee “gas light craze.” The Street Gas Light program, originally conceived many years ago as a means to beautify Milwaukee was under way.

When the Jefferson Street Gas Lights were finally installed, there they stood spaced between Gingko trees and parking meters, looking rather self-conscious in their curiously mixed design. One young architect, working in offices on Jefferson Street, remarked in disbelief: “A true sign of our affluence.”

Somehow this remark lingered with me and a nagging question kept bothering me. Why, in this day and age do we want gas lights? And what makes us put up with all sorts of imaginable inconveniences to get them? My curiosity aroused by some of the lamps that carried patent numbers, dated October 31, 1889, I called the Wisconsin Gas Company to find out where these lamps came from and what it took to install them.

I was informed that the Gas Company merely installs these fixtures. The lamps themselves were the original street gas lights that graced eastern cities a long time ago. Somebody found them in Philadelphia, bought them, reconditioned them and then sold them for $117.50 a piece. I was further told that since the Milwaukee Gas Code was written off it was necessary to obtain a “special privilege permit” from the Common Council to install a street gas lamp. The application itself costs $70.00. The Gas Company charges yearly $10.00 for the installation and monthly $1.00 for gas consumption. The Common Council insists that each individual applicant carry a $1,000 public liability bond.

In the meantime gas lamps were appearing all over downtown, some free standing, some affixed to front walls of buildings, some shielding unsightly parking lots.

I called the City Engineers Office and learned that a full time employee had been put in charge to supervise some orderly installation program. His is the task to iron out spacing problems. He told me good humoredly: “We have run into parking meters, planters, trees and electric utility poles in an effort to space these lamps compatibly on both sides of a street.” The installation of some of these lamps is extremely cumbersome. If there is no gas main, they have to be connected directly to the gas lines in the building, otherwise the sidewalk has to be torn up to get to the gas main.

A SIGN OF AFFLUENCE

Photos by James Pearson, Milwaukee.
Some of the gas lights are vandalized with gusto as soon as they appear.

Considering the cost involved, the red tape to be unsnarled, the various difficulties of installation I concluded that the gas lamp is a true sign of our affluence.

But why is the gas lamp so popular? It stands there, curiously out of step with our time, doing nothing but satisfying the need and quest of people searching for security in relating pleasing associations with the past. But could that be the only reason? It is not true that in the eyes of the public the gas lamp is a desirable status symbol? Is it not indeed what one of my more clever friends calls "a silent salesman?" If that is so then the gas lamp is indicative of the general public turning away from the contemporary relieving them of a choice or choosing with discrimination.

On Third Street we found them rather pleasing in that particularly quaint block.

A stately cluster of gas lights reminiscent of the original lamps in Paris.
The scale of these two fixtures is completely incompatible with the architecture.

And they need to be kept clean.

The modern-day lamp lighter one might say. Actually this young man keeps the gas lamps clean, upon request only.

Some clever soul discovered that there is no limit as to what one can do with gas lights.
Here someone really liked the gas lamps. Can you find the five visible fixtures in the photo?

Oakland Street in Shorewood really made us pause. Would you believe it?

Here the gas lamp is guarding the "scourge of the city," the automobile.
I have read with appreciation your editorial in the Wisconsin Architect of October, 1966. It states a point of view with which I am in whole-hearted accord.

As proof of this, I enclose a copy of a recent address — "Focus on Design" — which I delivered at the annual convention of the Louisiana Architects Association.

My congratulations on the format and editorial content of your magazine.
Morris Ketchum, Jr., FAIA

It is indeed a pleasure to be with you again at this Convention and to join your discussion on design.

After attending this morning's session, I am not sure whether your theme is "Focus on Design" or "A Day in the Dissecting Room." In any event, today's seminar reaffirms the fact that the road to real achievement in architecture is not a superhighway.

It is more like an uphill country road, full of potholes, bumpy and uneven, with plenty of roadblocks and detours. There is no road map, the trip may take a lifetime — and you may never get there.

In spite of all that, the air is clear, the scenery is wonderful, and all of us enjoy the journey. In fact, it is the only route we want to take, the only one that leads us to our goal — design, the heart and soul of architecture.

In this time of transition, of changing objectives, of architectural confusion and bewilderment, the architects of Louisiana — and of the United States — do well to refocus their attention on design. It is too often neglected or forgotten in the tremendous pressure of maintaining an efficient architectural production line.

Once lost, it is gone forever.

The production line may then grind on and on, but the product is only building — not architecture.

Let me remind you that the pressures now upon us have been a long time in the making.

A hundred years ago, the architect was still a craftsman chiefly concerned with the design of individual buildings and their immediate surroundings. His tools were hand-made materials such as bricks and mortar, wood and stone, hand-assembled on the job.

During the century just past, the limited building vocabulary of the pre-industrial age has expanded and is still expanding into steel and concrete, plywood and plastics, and a thousand other new materials, prefabricated and machine assembled. Elevators and escalators, lighting and air conditioning, and a dozen other mechanical marvels have become standard components of buildings.

To master the new science of architecture, its practice has become teamwork within each architectural firm, with the allied professions, and with the total construction industry.

Teamwork has called for a high degree of organizational efficiency. Firms have expanded, either by the addition of their own engineering, landscape, and interior planning sections, or by employing a growing number of outside consultants in these other fields. Some have used computers to produce everything but design. Even there, mechanization threatens to take command.

The architect's client, an essential member of the team, is seldom someone with whom the architect deals face to face. Most of the time, he confers with a multi-headed client, the building committee of some corporation, foundation, or public agency. Direct communication with the client has thus become difficult — and, at times, impossible.

All these factors — the complex vocabulary of building materials and systems, the need for coordinating a big team of technical experts, the complexity of client communication — have vastly increased the workload of architectural practice.

Architecture is becoming big business. The master builder is becoming the master broker; the renaissance man, the organization man.

Production is the new focus of architectural practice — programmed, competent, mechanized, on the budget, on time, on target!

The question remains: Production of what?

Overwhelmed by a multitude of choices in construction materials and systems, by a multitude of words
from architectural spellbinders, by a multitude of financial and legal risks, by a constant struggle for survival, the average practitioner plays it safe. He follows the day-to-day style trends of his profession and the frozen building practices of a construction industry fifty years behind the times in order to produce a standardized product.

Since standardized products are best produced in quantity by large organizations, some big firms have become expert vendors of stock architecture. Others, as large or larger, have grown year by year through quality rather than quantity production.

Large or small, a firm’s longevity depends on its vitality. The measure of vitality is the ability and the desire to eternally search for a better product, a better solution, a better architecture through better design.

The American Institute of Architects’ chief thrusts are in education and training, in inter-professional and interindustry relationships, and in public relations. All are vital to professional survival. At the same time, the Institute is aware of the fact that survival is not enough. So it maintains, year by year, accolades for achievement in design. Its chapter, state, regional, national, and international awards all recognize the need for something more than survival — for constant architectural progress.

In striving for organizational proficiency and technological competence in many fields of practice, we architects are transforming ourselves into Jacks-of-all-trades. The danger is that we may lose our mastery of one — the art of architecture. Efficiency can never take the place of inspiration.

The last thing this profession needs is to become a colony of organization men, adept at facts, figures, and double talk; inept at creative achievement. The heart and soul of architecture has been, is now, and always will be the art of design.

To achieve it, we must be able to utilize every technical resource, every practical step in production, and a sure knowledge of the social, economic and political factors which architecture serves — then we have a fair chance to stand off from all that and look at the heart of the problem.

There it is — the inescapable need to explore, to question, to find an answer in fresh and convincing terms to the age old human demand for beauty — beauty which enriches the eye, the heart, and the mind of the beholder.

At this level, so seldom reached, architecture sums up civilization. It speaks in clear, final, and enduring terms of its age and of the men who created it.

We must never lose sight of this ultimate objective!

Patiently, persistently, we must strive to produce order from disorder, simplicity from complexity, serenity and delight from chaos and ugliness. Whether or not we succeed, this is the only justification for our professional existence.

With success — we can create a new architecture.

It will not be an architecture set within the close boundaries of stylistic formalism nor an architecture which has lost the vital urge to explore new ways and means of expressing the social, technological, and economic demands of our age.

It will be more than an architecture of individual buildings, more than a perpetual search for novelty in form and materials, more than a haphazard assemblage of either structural brutalism, space age vulgarity, or instant history.

In city or country, it will be an architecture of quiet serenity, of properly organized space within and around its buildings, of form appropriate to our own age, and of a visual delight capable of enriching the minds and hearts of those who live within its boundaries.

It will be an architecture of controlled and balanced auto traffic and public transportation, of urban neighborhoods where close knit building groups and green open spaces add diversity and spice to living, of well organized satellite cities within easy reach of unspoiled nature, and of a restored and revitalized countryside.

This is the architecture which will be our profession’s grand design. If we apply patience, fortitude, courage and unselfish devotion to its realization, we will broaden the total horizon of architecture.

Let that be our goal, now and in the years to come.
From the folks at Spancrete plants around the world

Merry Christmas
Happy New Year

During the Christmas season one of America's most famous Christmas trees will glow in Milwaukee's Civic Center. Near the Tokyo Spancrete plant the bustling Ginza artery will be brilliant with lights and merry greetings. "Joyeux Noel" will ring out in parts of Canada while a few miles from another Spancrete plant singers will tunefully place turtle doves in pear trees. In tropical Guatemala, where a new Spancrete plant will soon be rising, Posada processions will reenact Joseph's and Mary's search for shelter and happy children will shatter gift-laden pinatas. From snowy hilltops surrounding German plants will echo the sound of trumpets playing traditional carols, while Yule-fires twinkle on the dark hillsides. In London, the marching sound of the Palace Guard will mingle with that of ringing church bells, while within their homes people will read again Tiny Tim's touching words, "God bless us every one!"

Everywhere it will be Christmas Eve — a time of joy, of peace, and of bright expectations at the advent of a new year. Spanning the far reaches of the world, we send our greetings to all.

Spancrete Industries, Inc., 10919 West Blue Mound Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Having just returned from an architectural study tour of Mexico City and environs roughly circling several hundred miles, I have dreamed up an entirely different connotation to interpret Montezuma's Revenge: Falling-in-love-with-Mexico! Our reaction put into current parlance, we reiterated time and time again "Would you believe!" The breathtaking beauty, the color, the voluptuous plants, trees and flowers, and music everywhere, you have to pinch yourself to believe. Geraniums hereafter won't be just geraniums but a symbol of Mexico.

The architectural study tour conducted by Thurman Hewitt had been brought to our attention by a Florida architect some years ago as an experience not to be missed. When we finally decided to take the opportunity this October, we had no idea of how utterly privileged we would be, in that only one other couple (Mr. and Mrs. John Ranta, Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada) would make up our group (ordinarily numbering anywhere from 18 to 40) through a strange set of circumstances. Mr. Hewitt might well have cancelled the whole thing, considering all the planning and arrangements that go into such a tour of two weeks' duration. We will bless him always for accepting this little intimate group. As the result, we were enabled to experience more than a larger one could warrant, with added personal entertainment by Mr. Hewitt in Mexico City and in his lovely 400 year old colonial home in San Miguel De Allende, to meet his friends and to be entertained by them in turn.

Thurman Hewitt is a tall, personable, cultured Texan, well educated in architecture and the arts. He speaks Spanish like a native and is completely in love with Mexico. He has a charming familiarity with countless natives who greet him happily wherever he goes, and this includes the adorable children. I think of him as a citizen of the world in the vast reaches that his tours for architects, interior decorators, or artists expand. As an example, he had just returned from Italy with a group of 40 artists, with Dong Kingman and Millard Sheets assisting. Previously, he had taken a group to Japan. In the near future, he and another architect are planning to go to South America to work out possibilities of an architectural study tour there.

Now I would like to offer some impressions of Mexico, and on top of the list is the respect that the professional architect is afforded. Every building has a small bronze plaque listing the name, or names of the architects involved, an established custom. How easily this might be emulated in the U.S.A! Naturally, the architects play a big part in the dedication, not standing sheepishly in the background when on civic jobs, as a for instance, everyone from the Mayor down takes the bows. To add to this meaningful representation, the Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico in a beautiful brochure lists "Those who did intermediate in the construction: 'King of Spain, Viceroy’s, Archbishops, and ARCHITECTS.'" This monumental cathedral, begun in the 17th century and completed in the 19th, is worth a pilgrimage alone. Its situation in the Zocolo, an immense open square surrounded on three sides by government buildings, would be an eye-opener to any layperson (I refer particularly to those in local government who in civic rehabilitation discourage the professional urging of open spaces). Every Saturday and Sunday night there is the added magic of the entire Zocolo illuminated with amber lights. It’s breathtaking.

Speaking of open spaces, countless areas in Mexico City are parks, generously endowed with monumental statuary, unbelievable fountains. On week ends there is music in bandstands, sometimes suffering the adjacent mechanical persistence of organ grinders. People of every age, always so colorfully dressed, wander around intercepted by countless balloon vendors with their gigantic blown up bouquets of color, some balloons with tentacles like an octopus twisting in the breeze. Park setting is given to the triple circular buildings of the Museum of Modern Art and sculpture outside. Another must-pilgrimage is to the new Museum of Archeology and History, by Arquitecto Pedro Ramirez Vasquez, THE most impressive architectural contribution the Western Hemisphere can boast. Words fail me.

It is known to any architect that the world-famous University of Mexico has a tremendous spacious setting. There is one disappointment here, however, in the fact that the buildings and grounds are run down. The Government of Mexico did a marvelous thing in building a great university for 75,000 students, but it failed to provide sufficient funds for maintenance. It was interesting to learn that all students must live off campus, many of whom have half day jobs in order to afford the privilege of higher learning and the simple $40 admission fee. However, the lack of student housing is expected to be remedied with the advent of buildings projected for the Olympics. It should be mentioned in passing that public education in Mexico dates back to the 16th century.
Quite an unbelievable sight is Mario Pani's Ciudad Tlahdelolco, a giant self-contained city of high rise condominium apartment buildings housing 100,000 people, complete with all facilities. When excavations were started, great temple ruins were unearthed and the Government decreed that this ancient center of Pre-Columbian culture be preserved. Accordingly the project was replanned with the ruins preserved and beautifully landscaped into the "Plaza of the Three Cultures," a moving setting for the colorful panorama of multi-story modern living. At every turn the Mexican Government constantly and proudly reminds its people of their history and heritage, be it archeological projects, parks, monuments and fountains in profusion, or simply the names of avenues (Reforma, Insurgentes, Juarez, etc).

As mentioned before, not only does the title "Arquitecto," as every architect is addressed, bear great respect, but for the downtrodden architect from the States the mere mention of his being Arquitecto is open sesame. On Sunday in the closely guarded government buildings, the gates were thrown open for a look-see at the beautiful courtyards and stairways inside. The same magic worked at the impressive United States Embassy, designed by Texas architects, R. Max Brooks and Llewellyn Pitts.

There is a magic sound in Mexico often encountered which cannot be forgotten, and that is the staccato of the stone masons' tools at work! The craft is performed right on the job. Every trade obviously has its apprentices, young boys being trained by their elders. The trade unions in the U.S.A. should learn something from this policy, a way to replenish the declining work force, and to reestablish the love of working with wood and stone.

Mexico is very proud of its Colonial Architecture, and that doesn't mean shutters and maple furniture. San Miguel De Allende, now a national monument, is conscientiously preserving its facades, and beautiful adjacent haciendas. Also noteworthy is the fact that an Italian Sculptor, Giorgio Belloli, is reclaiming a small abandoned community, Marfil, clustered around a ruined copper-processing plant. In San Miguel's narrow, hilly cobble-stoned streets a modern car can barely squeeze through long walls, broken occasionally by either handsome doors or crumbling ones, painted years ago with every color, long faded under the Mexican sun, even crumbled in parts, are not to be touched, repaired or repainted. Beyond these doors one enters into a paradise, a courtyard lush with planting and flowers and old living quarters carefully restored into modern use; while next door, or across the street, the doorway leads into a native hovel, but it too shows the love of blooming things, if only faded weeds in an improvised pot. I must mention the home of two artists which is different to say the least: behind the great door in this instance was a small marble foyer with a curved marble staircase on either side leading to the rest of the house and the lovely courtyard in back. The little foyer housed their Volkswagen!

Again re open spaces, every little town has its open square, many with band stands, bordered by wrought-iron benches, not painted black, but with aluminum paint, ala old time radiators. The shade trees are pruned flat on top and circular. At twilight in San Miguel hundreds of birds shriek as they settle in the trees for the night. There are sounds in the night you will never forget: barking dogs way in the distance, and crowing roosters who have no idea of the traditional dawn, and you are awakened in the morning by the tolling of church bells, broken or whole, some most indifferently manipulated, some with gusto competing with each other. Churches abound in every community, invariably in pairs.

In every restaurant there is music, be it in a small pension clinging to a hillside as in Taxco, or a sophisticated one in Mexico City. The musicians not only play their instruments but sing their native melodies of which the Mexican guests always know the words and over which they become completely ecstatic and burst into handelapping rhythm. In one gorgeous restaurant, La Fontana by Architecto Alfredo Pani, with much trickery done with glass and mirrors, the music is different. Seven violinists and a superb pianist, in full evening dress, start off around you with a Strauss waltz. You cry into your soup!

We missed the traditional excitement of fiestas of which there are hundreds, because it was the time of the Festival of the Dead. Way down to a hollow in Taxco, we crept down a precipitous 500 foot hill to an unbelievable cemetery in which every crypt and grave stone was painted in the bizarre violent colors of Mexico, the whole place teaming with natives bringing flowers, fresh paint, and offerings of the favorite food of the deceased. Outside of the formal gate, conveniently located, were a group of trucks vending the ubiquitous Coca Cola and food! To walk up that hill was a puffing chore, but well worth it. And I must mention the cobble stone streets. If only someone would pour some ground or concrete into the deep crevices; you can't pick your way because you have to look ahead, so you ignore how many bones you have in your feet, and just walk. If only one could learn to walk with the erect beauty of the Mexican!

By tradition, the beautiful children—all those I observed were cleanly dressed—are little beggars, wanting a peso. To avoid this beggar aspect, the Mexican government provides Chiclets for them to sell—everywhere!

A must in Mexico City, which has all the color, music and excitement of Mexico, is embodied in the National Ballet. The Opera House, where three performances are offered every Sunday, is reminiscent of the European opera house, but this one prides itself with something most unusual: the proscenium curtain is composed of Tiffany Glass, as is the central dome. Not to attend the Bull Fights, we were told, was comparable to being in Rome and not seeing the Pope, but in all respects the fantastic ballet satisfied any need of excitement, believe me.

Right below our southern border, only 3½ hours from O'Hare Field, is an incredible nation built up on the ruins of many civilizations, historically beyond belief, breathing color, music and wonderful architecture. The Mexicans have love and respect for their traditions and they build for the FUTURE.
students “more adequate preparation for professional life,” and to assist professionals in meeting problems of their respective professions.

Member professional groups will keep individual professionals advised of activities of Wisconsin Association of Professions through professional publications and special mailings, including the eligibility requirements and procedures for individual affiliation, Ross said.

Wisconsin Chapter AIA 1967 Honor Awards Program entry forms must be returned by January 9, 1967; closing date for actual submissions is January 23, 1967. For further information contact Mrs. Jane Richards, Executive Secretary, 3902 N. Mayfair Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222, Tel.: 464-4520.

Wisconsin Chapter and North Central States Region, AIA Annual Convention will be held at the Sheraton Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on April 5 through 7, 1967.

The American Institute of Architects appointed the following jurors for its 1967 Honor Awards Program; James M. Hunter, FAIA, of Boulder, Colo., chairman; R. Max Brooks, FAIA, of Austin, Texas; Vladimir Ossipoff, FAIA, of Honolulu; Joseph N. Smith, AIA, of Atlanta, Ga.; and Philip Will, Jr., FAIA, of Washington, D. C., chairman of the 1966 jury will serve as adviser.

Nominations now are being received for the 1967 eleventh annual R. S. Reynolds Memorial Award for distinguished achievement in architecture with use of aluminum.

Brochures describing criteria for the international award, largest in architecture, have been mailed to all members of the Institute and to the architectural societies of major nations.

The Reynolds Award annually offers an honorarium of $25,000 and an original sculpture in aluminum to the architect selected by an AIA jury.

Nominations may be submitted by architects or other interested persons until January 31, 1967, by using a form included with the AIA brochure or by writing to the Reynolds Award, The American Institute of Architects, 1735 New York Avenue N.W., Washington D.C. 20006.

The jury meets at AIA headquarters March 1-2, and all data binders describing nominated buildings must be received by the opening session of the jury.

The award is sponsored by Reynolds Metals Company in honor of its founder. The program is administered by The American Institute of Architects.

Albert T. Krueger, executive secretary of the Milwaukee area Bureau for Lathing and Plastering, received an award for meritorious service to the lathing and plastering industry at the 49th annual Contracting Plasterers’ and Lathers’ International Association Convention in San Francisco, Calif., on Oct. 18. Serving the industry for over 45 years, Mr. Krueger was recognized for his devoted and loyal service. He resides at 3922 South 69th St., Milwaukee.

Our Changing Industry — its challenges — its problems — its opportunities was the theme of the Producers’ Council 45th Annual Meeting and Chapter Presidents’ Conference held in New York City which I attended.

Change produces challenges — problems — opportunities and it is hard to imagine a more appropriate theme for this Council Meeting. Mike Komar of Inland Steel Company and his Program Committee had prepared a fine selection of topics discussed by excellently qualified speakers within a well organized program.

Main speakers were George T. Rockrise, FAIA, recently appointed Advisor on Design to the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and Shelton Fisher, President of McGraw-Hill, Inc.

Newly elected president of Producers’ Council, Earl Bennett of the Koppers Company, left us with the very important thought “to be a member of Producers’ Council is to be associated with a group recognized in the industry as the organization that represents producers of Quality Building Products to the entire construction industry and is the only organization affiliated with the American Institute of Architects.”

Architects remember your Producers’ Council — call on a member when in need of information or help on any product or project you may be working on. No one in Producers’ Council Inc., would deny that selling is their motive but all members realize that architects want to buy, not to be sold the products and services that turn their ideas into solid building.

Our October business meeting was well attended. We had the pleasure of having Murray Kinnich, AIA Liaison, attend our meeting. Bill Guerin and Terry Mooney gave freely of their time to show us a film produced by The American Institute of Architects titled “No Time for Ugliness.” This tied-in well with the Building Seminar now being planned by Harry Wittwer and Pete Alexander for February of next year.

A report on our Box Lunch Program by Bill DeLind indicated that our initial effort was well received by architectural firms participating. If you are interested in this program, please contact Bill DeLind of Libby-Owens-Ford.

Herbert Rother
President,
Producers’ Council
Partitions

News in Movable Partitions

The function of a partition is to isolate — to separate people from each other, from machinery, from other operations; in short to subdivide the overall operation of a business or institution into efficient workable units. With the increasing demands placed on building space through expansion, introduction of new methods, new machines and computers there is a corresponding need for more flexible interior space division.

The need for economical flexibility in office space planning is creating an increasing demand for movable office partitions. According to a market study, office building construction has risen steadily almost every year since 1946. During 1965, almost 200 million square feet of new office space, both private and government, were added at an estimated cost of $3.4 billion. In most buildings, interior partitions, movable and permanent, account for between 3 to 8 percent of total construction costs. Assuming a 5% average, this means $170 million was spent on new office partitions during 1965.

A typical 170,000 square foot office requires between 14,000 and 15,000 lineal feet of interior partitions. On this basis, almost 12 million lineal feet of interior partitions were required for new office construction in 1965. A survey by Building Construction Illustrated shows that at least 25 percent of all new office buildings have stock or custom manufactured movable interior partitions. An American Builder study finds movable partitions being installed in other building types as well, but to a lesser degree. According to building owners and managers, approximately 5 percent of all permanent interior walls are removed each year. Most walls when demolished are replaced by movable types. Hence, an additional large volume market for movable partitions is to be found in the remodeling of existing offices, hospitals, schools, etc.

Movable partitions integrated into the design of the building structure in the early stages do not always represent an increased cost over fixed walls. Proper design, analysis and comparative costing have in many cases proved beyond doubt that movable partitions do in fact represent the most economical solution to progressive interior space division.

Over the past few years shop labor and material cost have remained fairly constant while field labor rates have increased at an alarming rate. Last minute changes in building layout often cause delays and increased costs that can very well be eliminated through the use of pre-engineered systems.

Ver Halen, Inc., represents three major product lines which combined are capable of providing solutions for successful and functional design. One definite advantage in this is the “single responsibility.” One product is the United States Plywood Weldwood partition, certainly not a stranger to architects and building owners in the State of Wisconsin. Recognized as one of the finest systems on the market today, Weldwood partitions are available in seven basic designs which employ natural wood veneers, plastic laminates, glas-weld, painted Duraply and vinyl fabrics as panel finishes. A wide array of colors and finishes and textures make it possible to design an interior that ranges from the luxurious to the very economical.

The seven basic Weldwood systems virtually guarantee that the architect can design with a combination of them one system that meets exactly the requirements of his project.

Ver Halen, Inc., points out with considerable pride that one of the largest Weldwood installations in the country, A.C. Electronics utilized some 90,000 If of Weldwood in their Milwaukee plant and offices. An installation of such magnitude speaks highly for the product as well as Ver Halen, Inc.’s partition specialist Ken Lamster who handled the many complexities of this project.

The Curtis partition system provides five basic designs which include the 3 inch “Slimline” steel system, 2% inch “Conventional Flush,” the “101” double faced system. In the post and panel type of system, Curtis offers their “Customline” and “Aluminette” systems for full high and bank rail requirements. Each individual system is available in combinations irrespective of height and module.

A recent new acquisition to the Ver Halen product line is the Neslo Clip Grip Partition system. This system is marketed throughout the United States, Canada, Europe and the South Pacific. It has caught the imagination of architects and designers the world over. In the field of sound control, Neslo offers the highest sound transmission classification of any movable system on the market today. Ideally suited to the functional space division of schools, research and educational buildings, the “Q-2” system has been used on hundreds of projects. In Belgium 129 separate schools chose “Q-2.” A similar installation program is underway in West Germany. Of the installations already completed, each has successfully been field tested. As a quality component system Neslo is designed to accept virtually any panels on the market from 1/4” thickness through and including 1”. The problems of pre-engineering are eliminated with Neslo since components are available from Ver Halen’s local inventory or can be shipped from the Neslo plant within a matter of hours. Neslo is the only system to employ the use of clips as a method of securing the panels to the framing, and as a component system it is one of the few today that provide heavy gauge quality steel in the component design. Considered one of the most ingenious designs in the past few years, Neslo’s “Variable Cavity” wall is essentially 2 half walls that may be connected by clips of varying strength to suit any wall thickness. This system is especially applicable in hospitals, research and laboratory buildings since it permits services to be distributed through the partitions and yet permits access to the services at any point in the system.

Neslo provides answers to such problems as lead lining, copper shielding, sliding pocket door frames, sound control, shelving and wall hung cabinets and many others.
25th Anniversary of Split-Rock Products, Inc.

Split-Rock Products, Inc., of Brookfield celebrates its 25th anniversary this year, and we wish to congratulate its founder and President, Eugene Leipold, for a successful, life-long career in pioneering the use of pre-cast concrete for architectural purposes.

Eugene Leipold is truly a pioneer, expert and innovator in his field. He recalls: "I have worked in the precast concrete line ever since the tough early thirties."

One of his early innovations dates back 20 years when he originated split concrete veneer units which he then franchised nationally. He also produced some of the first architectural shapes and windows consisting of imported colored and textured slab glass cast into concrete.

The Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A., cited Mr. Leipold as a master craftsman in the skillful use of all types of aggregates. His firm was awarded the first prize in "Best product display" by the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A., at its state convention held at the Pfister Hotel, years ago. At this occasion Split-Rock Products, Inc., scored another "First," displaying the use of exposed venetian type large quartz and granite aggregates. He is thoroughly familiar with post-tensioned and prestressed process as well.

Assembled about various special features of the products he manufactures, Eugene Leipold told us that besides a large number of precast stone jobs his firm produces more than 2 million square feet of Split Concrete Veneer units this year.

Eugene Leipold points out, with justifiable pride, that Split Concrete Veneer Units are available in 400 different sizes, shapes and colors.

He continues to explain that one of the unique features is the surface texture of the units. The sunlight creates interesting patterns at various angles on the split-textured surfaces. Besides these characteristics, there is endless variety in combination of the various units, as far as design ideas are concerned.

Besides the design versatility "Split-Rock Masonry Units" offer, Eugene Leipold explains: "Split-Rock" is permanently maintenance free and, like clay brick, it is also manufactured. Its basic materials consist of natural stone aggregates, nonfading pure mineral oxides and nonstaining Portland cement. Over a period of many years the physical qualities, such as high compressive strength and low water absorption, have proven the outstanding durability of this masonry unit.

Queried about some thought outstanding in mind about the past 25 years of Split-Rock Products, Inc., Mr. Leipold considers the ever increasing consideration of his products by architects one desirable accomplishment. He continues to explain, that architects by nature and necessity, are conservative but that "Split-Rock" products have "matured" to acceptance by the architects who realize the potentials in design possibility as well as product characteristics.
This is the newest, easiest and simplest method of enclosing or separating tool rooms, store rooms, active and surplus stock, inventory items and other departmental separations. Arzt Metal Partitioning is your answer to all these problems.
Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year

Milwaukee Chapter —

The Producers' Council, Inc.

National Organization of Manufacturers of Building Materials and Equipment
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THOMAS G. MEUER, AIA
BORN: June 9, 1927
RESIDES: Brookfield, Wisconsin
DEGREE: Iowa State University — B.S. Arch. Engr.
FIRM: Mark F. Pfaller Associates, Inc., Milwaukee
New Member

ROBERT D. ROSLANSKY, AIA
BORN: December 1, 1933
RESIDES: La Crosse, Wisconsin
DEGREE: Iowa State University — B. Arch
FIRM: Hackner, Schroeder & Associates, La Crosse
New Member

WHICH ROOF SYSTEM?

It Does Make a Difference!

HERE'S WHY SO MANY ARCHITECTS ARE SPECIFYING

THE DUWE SYSTEM

With each project you are faced with a choice of roof systems. Too, you recognize the advantages, the differences and the cost invested.

- 2-hour Underwriters' rating — significant savings on insurance; vitally important in "years ahead" consideration.
- Exceptional insulating value — compared to ordinary concrete. Duwe’s DULITE Roof Deck rates about four times greater.
- High acoustical rating — a .75 noise reduction value. Equal to some of the best acoustical tile.
- Performance; strength — resists damage from fumes, moisture. Another score in "years ahead" consideration.
- Low maintenance — weigh the greater economy in years of minimum maintenance.
- Lightweight with structural strength — construction is less complicated with the Duwe System and you can always be assured of maximum strength.

There’s more to the story of the Duwe System. This catalog gives the details you want. It’s yours for the writing.

DUWE

PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.  •  P. O. Box 1277  •  Oshkosh, Wis. 54901
ROBERT E. TEEGARDIN, AIA
BORN: August 6, 1931
RESIDES: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
DEGREE: University of Illinois — Bachelor of Architecture
FIRM: Miller & Waltz, Architects, Milwaukee
Advanced from Professional Associate

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATE
JACK BURTON DOUTHITT
BORN: May 1, 1933
RESIDES: Madison, Wisconsin

FIRM: John J. Flad & Associates, Madison
DEGREE: Oklahoma State University — B.S. in A.E.
New Member

ASSOCIATE
JEROME A. KOWALSKI
BORN: September 1, 1936
RESIDES: Milwaukee, Wisconsin
FIRM: Rasche, Schroeder & Spransy, Milwaukee
DEGREE: University of Illinois — B.A.
New Member

In public and employee washrooms, people want wash fixtures that are sanitary and easy to use. Only one fixture fits that bill: a foot-operated Bradley Washfountain [hands touch only clean water, never soiled faucets]!

What’s more, Washfountains save 25% or more on floor and wall space. And they serve up to 8 people with one set of plumbing connections, cutting installation costs as much as 80%.

So, for plants, commercial buildings, schools, institutions—all modern buildings, cast your vote for Bradleys!

Bradley Washfountain Co., 9175 Fountain Drive, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 53055
Represented by:
J. R. PETLEY CO., 759 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53202
S. H. BARTLETT CO., 6524 N. Walker St., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426

NOVOTNY INC.
647 W. Virginia St., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 276-1899 — 272-4183

F. H. LAWSON CO.
Medicine Cabinets
Bathroom Accessories
Hospital Grab Bars

CAPITOL MFG. CO.
Steel Pipe Couplings
Forged Steel Fittings
Insulating Unions • Well Supplies

SANI-DRI CORPORATION
Electric Hand and Hair Dryers

SURFACE ENGINEERING CO.
Architectural Coatings
Wall Surfaces

CHEMTAX AND CHEMIX
Cincinnati, Ohio
Polyester and Epoxy Thinset
Terrazo Flooring

RADIANT CEILINGS
HEAT COOL

CALL WISCONSIN’S PIONEER IN RADIANT CEILINGS
Since 1946 . . .
DeGELLEKE Company, Inc.
4040 N. 126TH STREET
BROOKFIELD, WIS. 53005
(414) 781-5300

Distinctive
METAL PAN CEILINGS
GYMNASIUM CEILINGS
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Ver Halen, Inc., presents...
the complete spectrum in cost and finish in MOVABLE WALLS

for the Ultimate
WELDWOOD Movable Walls give you a full selection of domestic and exotic hardwood faces available on fire-rated Weldrok core and on Novoply panels. The use of these attractive reveals permits the architect to spotlight panel faces of his choice. WELDWOOD Movable Walls give elegant simplicity, movability with the appearance of permanency and affords designer freedom to customize.

for Elegance...
Office Partitions
CURTIS gives you long, graceful lines plus floor to ceiling solid walls in combinations of handsome colors and material to create a feeling of responsibility and atmosphere of strength and a knowledge of being where good taste is reflected. These outward attributes are combined with the planning cooperation with designer and management.

for the Practical,
Economical Approach
NESLO Movable — serviceable partitions offers a clean, practical, quiet and economical approach to better room divisions. NESLO'S Clip-Grip movable partitioning systems offer serviceability and movability without sacrifice to appearance and with deference to high standards of quality.

CONTRACTORS • DISTRIBUTORS OF BUILDING PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 2980, 4700 NORTH 124th STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53218, PHONE 463-7700
A GLAMOROUS GAS RANGE
REALLY BELONGS IN YOUR KITCHEN

Some women get carried away with their new gas ranges. They want everybody to see them!

And it's no wonder. The glamorous new gas ranges are truly beautiful.

But there's far more than meets the eye. Only modern gas ranges give you perfect, controlled cooking and smokeless broiling.

And they'll even cook your dinner while you're away... then keep it at just the right temperature 'til you're ready to serve.

How about you? Have you looked at the new gas ranges lately? They really belong in your kitchen!

WISCONSIN GAS COMPANY
(formerly Milwaukee Gas Light Company)
626 East Wisconsin Avenue • 276-6720

Note: Architects, you really should check into the many advantages of modern gas ranges before you design another kitchen... if you haven't looked lately, you're in for some pleasant surprises!
Dover Elevators...
engineered for busy buildings

ELEVATOR ECONOMY for buildings through seven stories has been Dover's specialty for 30 years. Hydraulic power, applied through a pressure cylinder that is machined to a micro-inch finish, moves the elevator smoothly, quietly, dependably. Exclusive features include Dover's Rota-Seal packing molded of Buna-N compounds. This special material prevents oil leakage under variable load conditions and saves on maintenance because it does not require adjustment or replacement. For any low-rise building, there is no finer or more dependable elevator available. And for high-rise buildings, Dover’s electric traction elevators deliver fast speeds and immediate response to changing traffic patterns. Because Dover manufactures both types, we can recommend the best elevator system for your particular building. Write for catalogs.

Installed and maintained in Wisconsin by

NORTHWESTERN ELEVATOR CO., INC.

2030 W. BENDER ROAD, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53209
372-3510 Area Code 414
Offices in MADISON and APPLETON
MOVE UP TO
QUALITY AND BEAUTY
WITH MOVABLE WALLS

Current Completed Jobs
Kieckhaefer Corp.
Coca-Cola Co.
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Clark Oil Co.
Bucyrus-Erie
Highway Trailer Co.
J. I. Case Co.

Conference Room, Coca-Cola Co., Milwaukee

We proudly use the following movable systems
I.S.I.
U. S. Gypsum
National Gypsum
Steel Partitions
Solid Gypsum
Steel Studded Gypsum
Wallboard

I.S.I. systems offer very substantial savings in basic material costs and installation time. Ceiling height, cornice height and bank screen are erected with minimum job site labor and time. I.S.I. offers the designer unlimited design freedoms. Hundreds of materials are available so you can create your customized designed partition at mass produced prices.
BEST'S BLOCK OF THE MONTH

The new TSA® Random — a multi-scored block — unique and pleasing to the eye — another creative masonry unit for interior and exteriors walls.

This unusual design, conceived by one of our local architects, is copyrighted. Best Block Company has the exclusive rights to manufacture this eye-pleasing unit. In lieu of royalty payments to the architect, the Best Block Company makes a contribution to the Wisconsin Architect Foundation for each block sold.

TSA® Random is laid up in running bond using both sides of the block. Each side has a different scoring and sides can be intermingled at random. The surface of the block can be plain or polished.

On your next masonry job try TSA® Random.

BEST BLOCK COMPANY

W140 N5998 Lilly Road • (Milwaukee) • Phone (414) 781-7200
Butler, Wisconsin 53007
The Milwaukee Drywall Contractors Association was formed to enable its members to produce the finest quality drywall, utilizing the newest methods and materials while simultaneously giving excellent service.

CONSULT WITH US ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

BADGER DRYWALL, INC.
13111 WEST GLENDALE AVENUE
PHONE 781-8600

BUILDERS DRYWALL SERVICE, INC.
N90 W17657 ST. FRANCIS DRIVE
MENOMONEE FALLS 251-1865

EXPERT DRYWALL CO.
11011 WEST FOREST HOME AVENUE
P.O. BOX 203
HALES CORNERS 425-3530

FALLS DRYWALL, INC.
N87 W14873 FOND DU LAC AVENUE
MENOMONEE FALLS 251-0160

FELKER DRYWALL SERVICE, INC.
1810 SOUTH CALHOUN ROAD
NEW BERLIN 786-3140

GLENDALE DRYWALL CO.
1041 WEST MONTCLAIRE AVENUE
PHONE 964-4070

ED JANZER, INC.
8144 WEST APPLETON AVENUE
PHONE 464-5540

KETTLE MORaine DRYWALL, INC.
ROUTE 2, PIKE LAKE
HARTFORD 673-4717

MILWAUKEE DRYWALL, INC.
2141 WEST FAIRLANE
PHONE 352-1688

NORTHERN DRYWALL CO.
2634 NORTH 60TH STREET
PHONE 442-8270

STATE DRYWALL, INC.
3712 NORTH 92ND STREET
PHONE 464-6640
Add Parquet Beauty and Warmth
with Prefinished Hartco Wood FLOR-TILE

Add the lasting beauty and warmth of hardwood parquet to any room with HARTCO Wood FLOR-TILE. These 5/16" x 6" x 6" tile of solid Appalachian hardwood go down fast over concrete, sub-floor or existing floors. Each FLOR-TILE is precision milled, tongue and groove, for easy put-down and to lock in place. Engineered for stability, each has built in expansion protection. The beautiful fourteen stage factory finish eliminates costly on-the-job finishing and is impervious to grease, alcohol and other household chemicals. You can put this beautiful parquet floor in any room at an amazingly low cost. Investigate HARTCO Wood FLOR-TILE now.

AVAILABLE IN
OAK/DARK BROWN OAK/WALNUT OAK/Colonial ASH/WALNUT/MAPLE/CHERRY

Distributed By
SUNSHINE FLOORING COMPANY
16970 West Oak Park Row Brookfield, Wisconsin
Telephone: 782-4440 Allen F. Pyne
Under new sound testing standards and procedures supervised by the National School Supply and Equipment Association, Richards-Wilcox is authorized to say, “The manufacturer of this movable wall certifies that an NSSEA sponsored test of a 14 x 9 foot wall of this construction resulted in an NSSEA sound transmission rating of Class E.” This certification is your protection that the R-W 380 is actually built to give you the sound retardation claimed for it. Soon, most movable and folding walls will be tested under these same standardized procedures and given reliable sound ratings.

Superb sound control is only one of the many attributes of the Incomparable 380. The easy, all-mechanical operation is another. It creates a new dimension in classroom space and flexibility. To discover the full facts on the R-W 380, write for Catalog F-266.

Reproduction of the official NSSEA certification of the R-W Incomparable 380.
An Exterior Door that will Always Do the JOB

What do you need in a door?
You name it.
Chances are we at U. S. Plywood have it.

Tedlar Surfaced Exterior Faces — durable and tough — this Du Pont film withstands more abuse than paint or other finishes.

Wood Veneer Interior Faces — handsome and warm — match the other interior doors and have a pleased owner.

Weldrock Mineral Core — warp free and decay resistant — this is the finest core we know of for an exterior door.

F-5 Bottom Flashing — rugged and dependable — ⅛" thick aluminum channel, factory applied, mortised flush with the door faces.

U.S. Plywood Corporation

3354 N. 35TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53216
PHONE: 873-6400